**Activity & Progress Reporting**

**Section Autumn Meeting - 28th April 2023**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Chapter/Affinity Group:</strong></td>
<td>AESS UK&amp;I Chapter AES10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **2. Committee Members** | Matthew Ritchie  
Julien le Kernec  
Stephanie Ford |
| **3. Reporting Officer:** | Matthew Ritchie |
| **4. Overview of current plan and activities:** | i. Talk: Swiss GPS Jamming Trials, eight aircraft against a low power L1/CA jammer - The story behind it  
ii. Dale Blair Talk  
iii. Krystof Kulpa Talk  
iv. Continue to invite further speakers |
| **5. Key Achievements and member value/services to date:** | • Workshop on guidance and tracking with talks recorded for wider distribution  
• Work on Suitably Qualified and Experienced Personnel  
• Summer School |
| **6. Key Challenges:** | Growing membership base in the UK  
Finding speakers for technical talks. |
| **7. Deficits/Required Resources:** | $500 a year to support activities is limiting, it would be good to understand the possible contributions of AESS in the US to sponsor technical activities.  
We need a better way to communicate and link chapters and sections within Region 8. This would facilitate reducing costs when a speaker comes from abroad and could be doing multiple talks in Europe for example as there are a lot of neighbouring countries but we have a very poor visibility of who is active and who is not in the region. We have connected with the Swiss chapter for starters as we discussed in Edinburgh at the IET radar conference but this was a chance meet. |
| **8. Actions/Support requested from the Section:** | What can we ask from the section? What is the role of the section compared to the parent AESS? This is not clearly defined. |
| **9. Action Plan:** |   |